
Blush Silicone Baby Bib – Mess-Free Fun 

Mealtimes Start from Today  
Mealtime experiences with your children are the most priceless memories you 

will treasure. If this duty can be highly challenging and tests your limits 

sometimes, you’re not alone. Why stress about chaotic and messy mealtimes 

when you can prevent messes with a magical product? The Blush Silicone Baby 

Bib by Ali+Oli is here to ease your struggle and make feeding simpler and more 

comfortable for all!  

Say Goodbye to Clean Up  
With the Blush Silicone Baby Bib, you won't have to worry about pesky stains or 

unwanted messes anymore. They are stain-resistant and also incredibly simple to 

clean! You can prepare the bib for subsequent use with minimal effort. Simply 

rinse with warm water and dry the bibs. For more convenience, place them on the 

top portion of the dishwasher, and the cloth will be ready for reuse in no time! 

Furthermore, these premium bibs include a big, stay-open front pocket to catch 

any fallen-out food particles and prevent messes.  

Super Safe for Children  
You can rest assured; these bibs are organic and good for you. They are 

constructed from 100% food-grade silicone that has received FDA approval. 

Moreover, it is BPA-free and environmentally friendly. The material is super 

gentle and won't hurt your baby's neck or cause strain. They boast adjustable 

straps that make these bibs perfect for all-size infants and toddlers. Whether a 

boy or a girl, your kid will adore them. 

Lightweight and Easily Carried  
The Blush Silicone Baby Bib is easily folded and will accompany you on your trips. 

The foldable feature also comes in handy when there’s a need to store the 
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clutteruntil you can wash it. When rolled up, these don’t occupy much space and 

can easily be carried in a suitcase.  


